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We have investigated the effects of electric field pulses (of about 44 kV/cm magnitude and 30 gsec duration) on
BI sodium cacodylate buffer, pH 7,20”(Z). The time course of changes
E. coii ribosomal RNA in solution (5 X lo4
in ultraviolet absorbance and electric dichroism can be resolved into contribution5
from orientational and conformational changes. The fast part of the relaxation spectrum (completed in less than 1 /IS) is attributed 10 alignment of
double-helical segments of rRNA with the external electric field; the slower part (relaxation timesin themsand usrange)
is shown t3 be due to changes in orientation of the entire rRNA molecule, concomitant with electric field-induced
helix-coil transitions of oligomeric base-paired regions.

l_ Introduction
The analysis of electric field-induced
changes in
electrical and optical properties of anisotropic
polyelectrolytes
[ 11 has yielded basic information
about
macromolecular
size and shape, and about the relationship between the polyion and its surrounding
cloud of counterions.
In particular, some unusual
electric birefringcncc-data
and dielectric measurements led to speculation that the polycIcctrolyte
ionic
atmosphcrc might be responsible for the observed effects [2,3j _ It remained for Eigcn and Schwarz, using
ac conductivity
mcasurcments
[4], to demonstrate

convincingly
that rod-like polyions may bc oriented
by interaction
of the applied electric field with dipoics induced through displaccmcnt
of the counterion atmosphere
parailcl to the long axis of the molecule. Indeed,
numerous clcctrical and clectrooptical
studies on polyclcctrolytcs
can bc consistently
interprctcd in terms of such ion-atmosphere
polarization
(cf., e.g., rcfs. [4-l 1 ] ), and theoretics have been
dcvclopcd to account quantitatively
for the phcnom-

impulses cause conformational
changes in macromolecules. Schwarz and Seeling [ 161 have presented evidence that electric fields may bring about helix-coil
transitions in polypeptides
(in nonaqueous
solutions).
Long-lived conformational
changes induced in the
multi-stranded
polynucleotide
complex poIy(rA)?
poly(rU) by electric impulses have been anaiysed in
terms of shifts in the counterion
cloud causing strand
repulsion and unwinding of helical structures
[ 171.
As part of investigations
on metastable secondary
structures in macromolecules
[ 181 we have studied
the behavior of ribosomal RNA in the presence of
electric fields_ Previous work on eIectric birefringence
and dichroism of rRNA has been aimed at characterizing the molecular configuration
of rRNA in solution [ 19,201. in this study we present direct evidence
that electric fields may cause not only changes in
orientation
of rFWA but also helix-coil
transition in
double-helical
sections of the polyelectrolyte.

2. Materials

and methods

cna [12-IS].

RcccntIy

it has been demonstrated

that clcctric

* Prcscnt address: Institute of Molecular Biology,
of Oregon, Eugene. Oregon 97403. USA.

University

The rRNA was a mixture of 165 and 23s species
from Escherichia coli (strain MRE 600). Preparation
and handling of RNA and of buffer solutions has been
previously described [21]_
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see rer’. [??I_)
We may assume that the helical
portions align approximately perpendicular to the
long axis of the stretched molecule (fig. 1), especially for the case of the high electrostatic repulsion which
is pre-Rnt at low ionic strength (e.g. 5 X 10e4 M).
review
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Fig. 1. Model for rRNA at pH 7 (after Spirin 1241). lengths
of major axis. L. for 16s znd 23s particIes and of minor axis,
9, were calculated under the following assumptions:
(i) the
23s (16s) particle contains about 3550 (1775) bases, of
which 2500 (1250) are in double-helical
regions and 1050
(525) are in single-stranded
stretches. (ii) At the low ionic
strength used (5 x lo4
M) the rRNA is rather extended, and
the average distance between partially stacked bases in singlestranded regions is taken to be about 4 A. (ii) The doublehe&xl “arms” contain on average 15 base pairs. The distance
between base pairs is taken to be 3 A [A’-RNA; S. Arnott,
Rogr. Biophys. BIoI. Biol. 2i (1970) 265]_ Thus, the average
length of an arm is about 45 A, and its diameter
is about 20 A.

The electric impulse experiments were performed
with a high power pulse generator
equipped with a
fast spectrophotometric detection system [22,23]
and polarization optics [23]. This apparatus permits
easy measurement of the time course of field-induced
changes in several optical properties of the sample
solution.
The design of the measuring cell permits appkation of high field intensities white minimizing temperature increase [ I7 ] . Two flat, gold covered electrodes form the base planes of the cylindrical volume
(w 0.4 ml) of a thermostated Teflon cell. The light
beam of the detection system crosses the cell through
quartz
windows. perpendicular to the direction of the
applied electric field. When the device is used in its
polarizing mode, the light may be polarized at any
angle to the applied electric field 1231.

3. Theoretical aspects
According to the generally accepted model, rRNA
at neutral pH is a single polymeric chain in which coil
regions alternate with double-helical stretches (“arms”)
containing about 4-20 base pairs (of the WatsonCrick type)_ About ‘70% of the bases are in base-paired
regions even at rather low ionic strengths [ZO] . (For

3.1. Relaxation

times

When polyeiectroIytes are subjected to an external
eIectric fietd a rapid poIarization is induced 5y displacement of the counterion cloud. The time constant for this process in rFLNA under our experimental conditions may be estimated to be < 1 vs. (See,
e.g., eqs. 1 I-14 of ref. f17]; calculations
using these
equations are based on Mandel’s model [13] for polarization of rod-like poiyelectrolytes, and account
for saturation effects and dependencies on counterion
type and neutral salt concentration.) Thus, when a
field is applied to an rRNA solution a set of dipoles
rapidly develops. Since there is some rotational freedom about sugar-phosphate bonds, the double-helical
“arms” will tend to a!@ along the direction. of the
applied field (fig. 2b). Concomitantly there will be
rotation of the entire macromolecule into the field
direction because of the overal induced dipole moment (fig_ 2c) [20] _
When the field is removed, the system relaxes to
its resting state (fig. ?a)). Time constants, 5-, for rotational relaxation of arms and of the entire molecuIe
may be estimated from the equation r = (6D,)-’
(see ref. [2] ) using Cans’ formula for the rotational
diffusion coefficient, D,, for non-charged ellipsoids
of revolution in the absence of intermolecular interactions [25].
Es

Et

lbl'
Fig. 2. Some effects of applied electric fields on rRNA.

(a) Schematic diagram of confiiuration
in absence of field.
(b) Applying field results in dipole formation
(indicated
b:# % signs on two of the “arms”) and in fast alignment of
“arms” with the field.
(c) Overall dipole moment causes sIowcr rotation of entire moIecule into field direction.
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(adjacent

L3
r=18/cT[ln(ZCIQ)-0.51’
VJ

(11

In eq. (l), 9 is the solution viscosity, k the Boltzmann
constant, T the absolute temperature,
L is the major
axis and 4 the minor axis of the ellipsoid. Using for
average dimensions L = 45 A, q5= 20 A, we calculate
for the arms T (arm) = 0.01 ~_ls_With the dimensions
given in fig. 1 we estimate 5-( 165) k 120 ps, ~(23s) =
820 JASfor rotational

reIaxation

of the entire mole-

cules 1% and 23s rRNA_ Thus the arms relax much
faster than the molecules can rotate.
Study of multistranded
polynucleotide
complexes
[ 171 suggests that the applied field may cause helixcoil transitions of base pairs in the double-helical
arms of rRNA. It is also conceivable that there may
occur field-induced single-strand destacking of bases
although so far there is no evidence in the literature

for such effects. In any case, the time constant for
stacking-destacking
processes in single-stranded
polynucleotides may be estimated from studies on oligoand polyriboadenylates
[26] to be about 0.5 w.
As mentioned
above, ion-atmosphere
polarization
may induce dipole moments in the arms of rRNA.
At the negative end of such a dipole double-helical
section, counterion
screening of the negatively charged
phosphate residues is reduced and base pairs can open.
When the field is switched off and the ion cloud rapidly relaxes there witI be a large driving force favouring base pair closure,
Assuming that )t base pairs are involved in an intramoIecuIar “all-or-none”
coil-helix
transition
1271,
the time constant
for this process is given by
7-l
n

=k~+k~=Pn(l

+I/&),

(2)

where qz and kd, are the (overall) rate constants for
the association and dissociation
ofn base pairs, respectively, s is the mean stability constant for a base
pair adjacent to a base pair sequence, and a is a mean
nuc!eation
parameter.~When
the driving force strongly favors helix formation, i.e., s 9 1, eq_ (2) reduces
to
-1

rn
’

to a nucleus),

we may write for small n

(G 1%
k’n <IF/n_

(4)

Using eqs. (3) and (4) we thus may estimate the maximum number of base pairs which may be associated
with a measured 7” _
III rRNA, ka is an average over A-U and G-C base
pairs- However, no direct data are available for tin or
k4 at the low ionic strength of 5 X 10m4 M [Nat]
we have used. Kinetic studies of helix-coil
transitions
in hetero-oligoriucleotides
with /I = 6 to 10 [283
show that the recombination
rate constants (ka,) decrease with decreasing ionic strength. It seems reasonable that fi values will be lower at low ionic strength
because of higher repulsion between charged polynucleotide backbones. On the other hand, the oligonucleotide studies [28] show that the helix dissociafrbn rates are independent
ofionic strength; this implies that ka is also independent
of ionic strength and
that the observed ionic strength dependence
of ht
lies solely in the increased difficulty of nucleation
at low salt concentrations.
Thus it is not yet established whether the F value of 107 s-l reported by
P&schke and Eigen [29] for oligo (rA) - oligo (rv)
helixes at 0.05 M ionic strength will apply to our
system, or whether a ka of, say, 10s s-l is more appropriate

for our ionic conditions.

3.2. Rotational mzd confornmtional
dichroism

am fributiorts to

If we assume that the overall polarizability
of
rRNA is symmetric with respect to the long axis (L,
fig_ I), it follows from eq. 13 of ref. [30] that

(6)

A T’ - A, = -_2(A’,O’_ Ao) = m’lo’ = -2&jy’,
where 140 is the isotropic

absorbance (in the absence
of an applied field) and Ay’. A?’ are the absorbances
of light polarized parallel and perpendicular
to the
field direction, respectively, when the molecules are
rotated by the external field. When conformational
changes, &lmnf, as welI as rotaticna! effects, 4drot,

=ka

n-

If a nucleus is already present (i.e. formally Q = I),
<, is the rate constant
for the association of n base
pairs adjacent to a pre-existing nucleus. Denoting by
P the association rate constant of a single base pair

occur, we may write for the measured
changes
= 4#lmf+
4&O’
I ’
MI
II
Since the conformational
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I

total absorbance

= a=Jnf+umf
I

contribution

J_ -

is isotropic,

69

&pnf

= &plf

= &plf
I

I

.

(3

Using eqs. (4) and (8) we may solve eqs. (7) for the
conformational and rotational contrl%utions to the
electric dichroism:

I

4.

- _:(MB

- A&Q)_

(9)

Results and discussion

4-I. Elecrzic birefrirgence
We have used the usual optical arrangement for
measurement of electric birefringence, with polarizers,
on either side of the cell, rotated to 4!? with respect
to the field direction_ WC find that the light intensity
emerging through crossed polarizers is increased in the
presence of the field while the intensity emerging
through parallel polarizers is decreased. Due to the
small signal amplitudes, the experimental arrangement
does not produce birefringence curves which can be
analyzed in detail, but the results establish that we
are indeed observing a field-induced effect and not an
artefact from, for example, cell distortion.
4-2, Ekctric dichroism

Fig. 3 &ows the result of a typical electric di-

chroism experiment_ The time course of each intensity change, AI, is seen to be rather complex. There
a~ rapid changes when the rectangular pulse starts
at lo and when it ends at r,; the changes during and
after the pulse reflect slower processes. The long time
values (r > LOms) for AI, and ilr, are small, indicating that contributions to destacking and base-pair
opening due to temperature increass (=tr 1OC under
the given conditions) are negligible when compared
with field-induced intensity changes.
The time cvnstants for the fast processes at fO and
rc are < 1 ~.ls_We note also th& the contribution of
these fast processes to 1, is about twice as large and
is of opposite sign to the cont&ution to IL_ According
to the theoretical considerations discussed in section
3.2, we may attriiute the fast changes to (par&l)
rotation of double-helical arms into the field direction- This interpretation is consistent with the abser-

Fig. 3* Electric dichroirm data for rRNA at 70°C_ S x 10” XI
Na~xacodybtc,
pH 7; rRNA concentration of 2 X 10e4 AI
phosphate redducs- A 44 kV/cm pulse was applied for 30 us.
The impuke be&ins at r,, and ends at rc_ The data shown were
fnnscribcd from the actuaf photograph. tit, and a/larc
intensity changes at 280 nm for leht polarizedparalleland pcrpendicular to the field djrcction, respectively.

vation tha: I,, increases when the arms are being aligned.
As in DNA, the transition
moments
of the z-electron
systems of the bases are roughly perpendicular to the
helix axis of the arm, which means that 1, will gfow
(and I, diminish) as the arms line up %ng the field.
It is also seen that when the field is switched off at
tc, the fast change is largefy reversed, as the arms relax quickly to their original configuration_ This analysis of the fast changes is in agreement with the interpretation of electric bircfringencc data on rRNA by
Golub and Nazarenko [30).
TD facilitate further analysis of our dichroism results, we formally delete the amplitudes of the rapid
changes (due to arm rotation) at r. and rc. For instance,
for the data in the upper part of fig_3, the fast intensity
change of about 1.6 mV(completed in a negligible time
after the field is appIied) is subtracted from each value
of AI1 _The slow intensity decrease from ro to te is thus
referred to a value of MU = 0 at t = to _Likewise, the
rapid decrease in AI, at t = t, is removed. Since thy?fast
changes at to and 1, have about equal magnitudes, the
initial value of M,, for the slow, field-free, intensity increase coincides with the corrected finai (t = fe) value
of AI1 for the slow intensity decrease in the presence of
the field_ The slow changes thus separated out were
converted to absorbance changes aqd are shown (schematically) in fig- 4. (Since Lv <I,, IO being the light
intensity in the absence of the external field, we may
approximate A4 = - Mf$, where 16 = 2.3 10, and
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Fig. 5. Field-induced
absorbance
change, &I. for rRNA as a
function of time. Experimental
conditions
as in fii. 3.

I
FiS. 4. Time course of electric

tirn2
dichroism

in rRNA;

the fast

changes at to and t, havebeen deleted. (See fig. 3 and text.)
Upper curves, Ml and acll. (schematically)
represent the
observed absorbance data. The lower dotted line is the curve
which bAl would follow if frcld-induced
optical charges
were purely rotational.

24.5 mV). The fact that both AA, and AA, have
the same sign shows immediately that the slower
changes are not merely orientational.
Were the changes
purely rotational,
the relationship
dA, = -2&l,
would hold. Therefore, there must be confonnationui
changes h addition to orientafion. For tile experiment shown in fig. 3 we find the absorbance changes
(neglecting
arm rotation)
at t = fe to be A4r = 0.7
mV& and AA, = 93 mV/$. Referring the different
contribu&ons
to the sum AA, + AA, = ID/$ and using
eqs. (9) we derive the magnitudes
of the relative rotational and conformational
contributions:
rel. aAmnf
= A..4“nf/(~,
+ A4,) = 0.43, rel. aAFt = 0.27 and
rel. aA:’ = - 0.135. It is seen that the field-induced
conformational
changes provide a large fraction of
the overall absorbance
changes. From the negative
value for AApt WC infer that as the RNA molecules
rotate into alignment with the field the helix axes
of the double-hclica1
rrms rotate
out of the field.
This implies that the limit of arm ahgnment is predominantly
stcric and electrostatic,
rather than being
due to randomizing
tendencies
of thermal motion.

I, =

4.3. Absorbance
Figure 5 presents typical absorbance
versus time
data for an electric field pulse experiment.
The changes,
AA, in such a mcasurcment
are larger than are the
changes in A, or A,, so WC use the absorbance
data
for kinetic analysis. Since the time constants of proc-

esses involving electric polarization
are dependent
on
the field intensity in a complex manner [4], we limit
the analysis of our absorbance data, M(t), to the
(“field-free”)
time range I > te_ In fig. 6 the logarithm
of the absorbance changes of a series of impulse experiments is plotted as a function time. The curvature
of this plot shows that, as expected, rRNA displays
a spectrum of relaxation times. Thus, we may write
for t> te,

where & is the relative amplitude of process i having

timems
Fig. 6. Kinetic analysis of absorbance data. &I(r) (open circles), for t > fe; aA (t) is the difference between the absorbance value at time f(> te) and the value at t - -; The initial
slope of the log Ad(t) versus I curve gives the limit, ~4. for
the relaxation of the fastest process of the relaxation spectrum.

the relaxation time To [3 11. Such a spectrum may be
decomposed by starting with the slowest process
(characterized by ~~1, subtracting contributions from
this process to permit evaluation of Tz, etc. This approach shows that we may associate at least four time
constants with the relaxation spectruin. The values
obtained are: ‘~1=3200m,rz
=46O~,r~
=80~
and r4 = 30 (k 10) p; r4 is determined from the initial slope of the relaxation spectrum.
An analysis of this type, in which the relaxation
times differ by factors of only 6 or 7 can give “meaningful” 7 values only if the relative amplitudes, flit are
approximately equal [32]_ Extrapolation of the straight
lines used to evaluate the q to the time at which the
field is switched off shows that PI x 0.10, & - 0.10
and & =S0.18. Thus our analysis of the relaxation
spectrum fulfils the requirement of proper amplitude
ratios. Finally, the relative contribution from processes
having i < 73 is given by & =Z0.62.
The & values also give insight into the actual processes to which the ‘;: may correspond. The total amplitude for the faster processes is about four times
huger than that for the two slower processes. Since
our experimental arrangement is such that M = M,
f Ml, it follows from eq. (7) that
AA = 2AAm*+:&q~.

0 1)

Using the values for aAconf and AArt calculated in
section 4.2, we fimd that the conformational contribution to the absorbance change at I = fe (neglecting
the fast arm orientation) should be roughly six times
larger than the rotational contribution. Comparing
this with the flj values implies that the conformational
changes are asscciated with the time range between
the two smaller 3 values, ~3 and 74 ; while rotational
effects are characterized by the two larger 7i values
rl and r2_
This interptetation is consistent with the actual
values of the ii_ If rl corresponds to overall rotation
of 235 RNA and ~~ to 16S RNA, we see that the
measured values of these quantities are somewhat
larger than those estimated by eq. (1). However, the
theoretical values of T are very sensitive to the choice
of the molecular dimension L; errors in the calculations may partially cancel if we consider the mtrb of
rkxation
times. This ratio is 3200/460 = 7.0 for
measured 7 values and is found to be 6.8 from the
theoretical calculation. Thus rl and r2 may indeed

reflect rotation of the entire RNA molecules. This
analysis is also in agreement with the results of electric birefringence studies on rRNA where time constants in the msec range have been associated with
macromolecular orientation [20] .
FiualIy, the fast part of the relaxation spectrum
characterized by 74 = 30 ~.lsand 73 = 80 ys is clearly

associated with conformational changes and probably
reflects coil-helix transitions. Since most of the
fast changes due to arm bending [T(arm) -%r4 or
TV] are reverted immediately upon switching off the
field, we infer that the arms are not grossly changed
by the field, i.e., the extent of helix-coil transition
caused by the field is not very large.
If in fact ka = 10s sui, then using the values of r4
and 3 in eqs. (3) and (4) we find that the field pulse
causes opening of 3-8 base pairs. This would imply
that few arms are totally unwound by the field. On
the other hand, if k” is much larger than 10s s-l,
our data may reflect a rate-limiting nucleation step
in arm refolding. The r3 and ~~ values reported here
are similar to those measured for double-helical tRNA
fragments [33] (after rough corrections have been
made for different ionic conditions and for different
values of s). In any case, our results indicate that the
conformational
changes induced by the electric field
involve base pair separation of short stretches in the
arms of rRNA.

5. Concluding remarks

The orientation of macromolecules by electric
fields is often used to deduce information about molecular size and shape. The present study of rRNA
indicates that such electro-optical studies may be complicated by conformational changes which occur in
addition to orientation, especially for long impulses
of high field intensity in solutions of low ionic strength.
Conversely, possible orientation of molecutes should
be considered when analyzing optical changes in temperature-jump experiments, since a large electric field
is present as the capacitor is discharged during the
jump [31] _The various contributions to field-induced
changes in optical parameters may be separable by
analysis similar to that used here for rRNA electric
dichroism resul%.
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